ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A web developer must carefully choose which framework will be utilized to support the website they are creating, as it will have an impact on all facets of the design, installation, operation, and maintenance of the site. A 2010 study of approximately 6.7 million domains utilizing a determinable framework revealed that 59 percent of the domains are used to PHP while 34 percent used to ASP.net [1] . In stark comparison, the third place finisher amongst the domains was Perl, which accounted for only 4 percent of the identified domains [1] . These numbers strongly indicate that the two major choices for web developers are PHP and ASP. net, though they not able to provide a solid reasoning behind why one framework was chosen by a developer over another framework.
While PHP and ASP. net have offered numerous, yet distinct advantages that played a part in the decision making of web developers in which framework should be utilized, the advantages have not directly addressed the impact that the choice between the two ultimately has upon the load speeds for web pages on a web site. Unfortunately, many people have fallen into the temptation of using personal bias to make a proclamation that a particular framework is faster than another. A clear proclamation of dominance by one framework, if one exists, It should be made after research and testing have been performed. This paper takes an examination of both frameworks to determine if the numerous proclamations that ASP. net is faster than PHP are indeed accurate.
The Importance of Speed
In 22, 2012, there were approximately 6.89 billion pages indexed on the World Wide Web [2] . Each of these billions of pages requires the support of a web framework to handle the presentation and responsiveness of the web page by processing code and reacting to the responses and requests generated by the user, a browser, servers, and other devices. A framework must be robust without sacrificing performance and negatively impacting the speed of loading a web page. Unfortunately, there is not a perfect web framework available, as different web frameworks put a focus on different problems while providing unique solutions to those problems [3] . Though the design and support are fairly different between PHP and ASP. net, both frameworks attempt to be a reliable solution for web designers.
PHP is one of the most widely used programming languages in the world [4] that is run on an open-source framework that is capable of running on each of the major server platforms, including Unix, Linux, Windows, and Macintosh systems [5] . This versatility even has been noted by Microsoft, the developers of ASP. net, in an acknowledgement that PHP has become the de facto alternative to ASP. net for website development due to the fact that ASP. net is not officially supported on Linux and Unix systems, which run a large majority of the web's servers [6] . The versatility in regards to the server system is not the only reason that many web developers choose PHP, though, as PHP is also extremely popular due its simplicity of use, its stability, its widespread support from the open-source community, and its overall flexibility through the use of extensions, server interfaces, database interfaces, and other available modules [5] . Popular web sites that utilize PHP include Facebook, Google, Yahoo!, Wikipedia, and WordPress [7] .
ASP.net is a free, server-side technology that is owned and developed by Microsoft that only officially runs only on Windows servers and part of Microsoft's.NET framework [8] .
But some feel that it is a limitation for ASP.net to not be an open-source framework, others feel it is a strong advantage to have a multi-billion dollar company overseeing the development and maintenance of the ASP.net framework. Microsoft has included in ASP.net the ability for the web programmer to choose from both script languages and .NET languages, such as C#, Visual Basic, and J#, within the ASP.net framework [9] . This is a powerful advantage that has led to its strong popularity amongst web developers. Some additional advantages to ASP.net include a reduction in the amount of code necessary to build large and secure applications, a rich tool box and designer in the Visual Studio development environment, and the overall ease of deployment on a Windows server [9] . The two major sites that utilize ASP.net include MSN.com and Live.com, which are both owned by Microsoft [7] .
Obviously, each framework has disadvantages that have dissuaded by some programmers from choosing one or both of the frameworks. In the case of PHP, it has been argued that its framework is not suitable for large projects and complex sites [4] and it often takes additional languages, such as JavaScript, Perl, or Java, to make a PHP site more useable [10] . For ASP.net, the higher hardware, software, and time costs have been the most repeated disadvantages when compared to the free and less time-intensive PHP [11] .
Internet users are typically more concerned with the speed that a web page loads and not the framework that actually supports the site they are visiting. In fact, Harry Shum, a computer scientist and speed specialist at Microsoft, states that "two hundred fifty milliseconds, either slower or faster, is close to the magic number now for competitive advantage on the Web [12] ." A web site that loads a page at a speed of one quarter of second slower than a competitor will be a distinct disadvantage and lose visitors to the faster competitor [12] . Further, a
Forrester Research study showed that as many as 40 percent of consumers would actually abandon a page if took more than three seconds to load the page [13] . This drives web designers and programmers search for a web framework that can provide a speed advantage over its competitors without having a sacrifice reliability.
Though it has been used less widely than PHP, there have been numerous proclamations made in the past that the ASP.net framework was universally faster than PHP [14] and that compiled code, such as ASP.net, ran faster than interpreted languages like PHP [15] . The overall popularity of PHP has caused reasonable doubt to arise on the accuracy of these claims, though. Are the programmers that choose to use PHP simply distracted by their own personal bias or is it possible that the purported claims of ASP.net's superiority in web page load speeds is actually non-existent? An unbiased experimentation must take place to settle, at least for now, if there is indeed a speed advantage present in ASP.net.
The Race
Due to the persistence of speculation between whether ASP.net or PHP was the faster framework to implement, it was necessary to implement testing methodologies to attempt to make an unbiased determination if either For the testing purposes during this experimentation, the Time To Complete (TTC) was the statistic utilized, as the other statistics were irrelevant for this process.
Testing Cases
In order to test the load times for both PHP and ASP.net, the following web page files were created: Each sequence was displayed in the browser with a line break between each sequence.
The Procedure
Two different tests that shared a similar procedure PHP file (about.php) were loaded for 25 iterations each.
The second testing procedure was identical to the first, except that the test.aspx file was used for ASP.net and the test.php file was used for PHP and the test was performed two days later. In all, fifty iterations were run each on the ASP.net and PHP frameworks.
The Race Results
The purpose of the two tests was to form a determination if Table 1 ), PHP also had one of the two slowest loading times at 0.304 seconds in session 1.
While the ASP.net page (about.aspx) secured the lower mean time than the PHP page (about.php) during the first testing session, it did so by just 11.2 milliseconds (see Table   1 ). This minor victory was short-lived, though, as the second testing session (see 
Conclusions and Recommendations
Research and testing has proven that the load speed of web pages is a critical factor in the effort to retain visitors to a particular website. While webmasters have been offered many framework choices throughout the years, the two most popular frameworks were PHP and ASP.net at the time of this manuscript's experimentation. It will continue to be a necessity for designers, engineers, and researchers to routinely test the boundaries of these framework technologies to determine which one, if either, is the fastest framework to host a webpage on. By building a fair and equitable testing scheme, the experimentation that was performed for this manuscript made an 
